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 CURRENT AFFAIRS

Wanted - The World‘s Most  
Dangerous Arms Dealer
› 90’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022   
› BR, arte

Have you ever heard of Karl Lee, aka Li 
Fangwei? Investigators consider Karl Lee 
the most dangerous arms dealer in the 
world. His nickname? The Tailor, because 
he supposedly has a tailor-made technical 
solution ready for any application. Despite 
the efforts of many intelligence agencies, 
his network is still operating and he 
remains on the list of fugitives. And this 
at a time when missiles and nuclear 
warheads are becoming a tangible threat 
to humanity. Arms trade expert Philipp 
Grüll, Pulitzer Prize winners Frederik 
Obermaier and Bastian Obermayer tell 
the story of this phantom and of the 
secret hunt for him. They give unique 
insights into the world of intelligence 
services and diplomacy.

HD

Mariupol. UNlost hope.
› 52’ (ENG) 
› 2022  
› OUP Documentary, StarLight Media

It’s the story of a crime against humanity 
through the eyes of the victims who 
managed to survive. Three women and 
two men who lived in Mariupol during the 
first month of the Russian invasion tell 
us what they saw and felt, how decisions 
were made during the war. The diaries of 
one of the heroines, Mariupol journalist 
Nadia Sukhorukova, are given a voice. She 
witnessed hundreds of deaths in less than 
a month and wrote down everything she 
experienced. Through Nadiya’s chronicles 
of the blockade on social media, people 
could see and sympathise with what 
thousands of people felt and experienced. 
This is the story of a city where everything 
but hope has been destroyed.

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1377/Wanted-The-World%E2%80%98s-Most-Dangerous-Arms-Dealer.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1377/Wanted-The-World%E2%80%98s-Most-Dangerous-Arms-Dealer.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1377/Wanted-The-World%E2%80%98s-Most-Dangerous-Arms-Dealer.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1374/Mariupol-UNlost-hope.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1374/Mariupol-UNlost-hope.htm
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9 Lives
› 45’ (ENG) 
› 2022  
› Mamas Film, StarLight Media

In the first hours and days of the full-
scale invasion of Ukraine by the Russian 
army, people rushed out of Kyiv and the 
Kyiv region in a hurry. At their own peril 
and risk, many people left their pets and 
animals behind at home, as it initially 
seemed that waiting out the active phase 
of hostilities would only take a few days. 
But the days turned into weeks, and the 
animals left behind ran out of food and 
water. We follow volunteers who risked 
their own lives to rescue animals from 
burning and destroyed homes. This film 
is about the people who didn’t leave, but 
stayed behind to save those who are 
weaker and unable to defend themselves. 
It is about heroes who refused to leave 
animals in zoos and shelters even during 
the fiercest shelling.

HD

Gone with the Four Winds -  
Emigration Stories
› 100’ (SPA, ENG subs), 
  60’ (GER) 
› 2021  
› Giganten Film, SWR, Filmakademie    
  Baden-Württemberg, MFG Baden- 
  Württemberg 

The south-west of the Dominican Republic 
is a region that is particularly affected by 
the emigration of the local population. 
Since the 1980s, job migration has been 
one of the region’s most important 
sources of income, with those abroad 
sharing wages from afar with their loved 
ones who stayed behind. In Fondo Negro, 
people dream of emigration, prospects, 
and prosperity. We follow six special 
destinies: Some stayed in the village, 
others left and returned, others left 
forever. What connects them all: the love 
for their homeland and their families. 

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1375/9-Lives.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1375/9-Lives.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1378/Gone-with-the-Four-Winds-Emigration-Stories.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1378/Gone-with-the-Four-Winds-Emigration-Stories.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1378/Gone-with-the-Four-Winds-Emigration-Stories.htm
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The Asian Financial  
Crisis and its Aftermath
› 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› Prounen Film, ZDF, arte, ORF,  
   Deutsche Welle

The Asian financial crisis of 1997/98 was 
the largest global financial crisis since the 
1930s and follows Asia’s decoupling from 
the “West” model. Today, the geopolitical 
consequences of this alienation are being 
felt more than ever. The Asian financial 
crisis came without warning and deprived 
millions of people of their livelihoods. 
Measures by the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) did not stabilize the situation 
but, according to critics, exacerbated it. 
The West failed to master the global crisis 
and the consequences of this crisis are 
still being felt today. Did the reactions of 
the sudden economic powers contribute 
to East Asia decoupling from the West?

4K

China’s  
New Silk Road in Europe
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› Zeitsprung Pictures, WDR

Duisburg, Liège or Valenciennes have 
more in common with cities like Marseille 
and Trieste than is initially obvious. They 
are European bridgeheads of the new Silk 
Road initiative, which is intended to help 
turn China into the first modern socialist 
world power by 2049. Europe plays a 
central role, and the Chinese campaign 
for influence and power in Europe is 
now in full swing.  What are the concrete 
consequences of the Chinese initiative, 
where trade routes and logistics are 
being redesigned or rebuilt on a grand 
scale? What happens on the ground when 
a Chinese master plan and indigenous 
structures collide? How does this change 
the familiar working and living spaces? 
What different reactions does this 
trigger?

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1323/The-Asian-Financial-Crisis-and-its-Aftermath.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1323/The-Asian-Financial-Crisis-and-its-Aftermath.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1323/The-Asian-Financial-Crisis-and-its-Aftermath.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1336/Chinas-New-Silk-Road-in-Europe.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1336/Chinas-New-Silk-Road-in-Europe.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1336/Chinas-New-Silk-Road-in-Europe.htm
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The Future of...
› 3 × 30’ (GER, ENG subs) › 2021 › WDR

Sustainability is no longer just a buzz word. It has to become a reality. 
With climate change, we need to rethink our habits in a variety of areas. 
How can we make our future world more sustainable? Together with 
sustainability expert Shia Su, we explore the future of how we will live 
and eat and how we can turn our throwaway society upside down.

Episodes:  
1. Food, 2. Plastic, 3. Living

HD
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Spain - A Divided Land
› 52’ (SPA, GER, ENG subs) 
› 2022 
› The Big Story Films, ZDF, arte

In no other country in Europe has political 
polarization increased in recent years 
as much as in Spain. The economic 
crisis of 2008, the conflict over Catalan 
independence and the current Corona 
crisis have intensified political and social 
differences to such an extent that the 
situation is reminiscent of the war slogans 
of the 1930s, when Spain experienced 
a bloody civil war. What caused this 
division in the first place? And how much 
is the future of Spain and all of Europe 
at risk? We accompany people who have 
positioned themselves on both political 
sides and show what is really behind 
the political and media fuss: Frustration, 
weariness and deep disappointment.

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1311/The-Future-of.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1311/The-Future-of.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1357/Spain-A-Divided-Land.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1357/Spain-A-Divided-Land.htm
https://www.autentic.com/63/pid/1357/Spain-A-Divided-Land.htm
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› 12 × 52’ (ENG) › 2022  › Burda Studios, RTL 2

GRIP is pure motoring entertainment and driving fun 
without limits. The magazine provides information on 
everything that happens between the front and rear 
axles. Driving a car means mobility. Presenter Matthias 
Malmedie and others are always right on the scene as 

vehicle testers. Speedy, high-resolution cameras record 
what is invisible to the naked eye. Edgy, contemporary 
music and fast editing techniques turn this car magazine 
into a top-quality visual entertainment.

Episodes: 
1. Mad Max-Gallardo and Luxury Budgets  7. Racecar Rollercoaster and Tough Negotiations 
2. Ultimate Power Limos and Top 3 German Fastbacks 8. Rear-Wheel-Drives and Top 3 Hanger Convertibles 
3. US-Muscle Cars and Sportscar Search  9. Tuning-Icons and 700hp Sportscars 
4. High-End Luxury Limos and McLaren Q&A 10. Performance SUVs and Limited Editions 
5. Power SUVs and Second-Hand Motors  11. High-End Electric Cars and Daily-Driver Ferraris 
6. Hypersport-Cabrio and Top 3 US Pickups  12. Island Challenge and BMW Q&A

 FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
HD
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https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1379/GRIP.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1379/GRIP.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1379/GRIP.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1379/GRIP.htm
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FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Through Fire and Flames
› 18 × 45’ (GER, 6 Eps ENG subs)  
› 2019 - 2021  
› Seo Entertainment, WDR

We follow a German fire brigade with 
bodycams and helmet cameras 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week through 
their everyday lives full of dangerous 
situations. We are not only involved in 
large-scale operations, but also in smaller 
incidents with heart and soul.  From a 
major fire in a sports hall, a blaze on a 
farm, an operation at a construction site 
after an accident, to a water rescue - we 
are up-close with the emergency services 
as they extinguish fires, save lives and go 
about their everyday lives at the station.
Can they overcome all of the hurdle?

 FESTIVALS & AWARDS:  
 Nomination “Best Docuseries”, The Rockies 2022; 
 Nomination “Best Factual Entertainment”, German  
 Television Award

HD

Badass Professions II
› 6 × 45’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022  
› Autentic, DHF

Badass Professions returns for a second 
season! In six episodes, the series follows, 
among others, crab fishermen on the 
high seas, salt miners and underground 
workers, steel makers, canal workers 
or overhead line fitters. The men and 
women who work in these fields are 
rarely envied, because in addition to 
physical exertion, there are often dangers, 
unpleasant smells or even dirty working 
environments.  All jobs require not only 
skill and ability, but also courage. They 
are nothing for the faint-hearted.

Episodes:  
1. Come Rain or Shine 
2. By Night and in the Dark 
3. With Wood and Steel 
4. At Ordinary Places 
5. Under Pressure and High Voltage 
6. At Construction Sites
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https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1349/Through-Fire-and-Flames-5.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1349/Through-Fire-and-Flames-5.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1349/Through-Fire-and-Flames-5.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1337/Badass-Professions-II.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1337/Badass-Professions-II.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1337/Badass-Professions-II.htm
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Heroes of the Deep
› 4 × 45’  (ENG, GER) 
› 2021  
› Flow Media Company, RTL

The Baltic Sea is one of the youngest seas 
in the world and the most threatened 
inland sea: millions of tons of old 
undetonated weapons of war and over 
ten thousand wrecks lie at the bottom of 
the entire Baltic Sea. It holds thousands 
of hidden stories. The Baltic divers 
are passionate watermen, engineers, 
explosive ordnance disposal specialists, 
craftsmen, divers, cooks, pilots and men 
of responsibility. They are rough guys 
with hearts of gold who want to open 
the time capsules lying at the bottom of 
the sea and come across unusual and 
sometimes explosive stories.

HD

Snow Lords: The Series
› 8 × 45’ (ITA, GER, ENG subs) 
› 2020 - 2022  
› GiUMa Produzioni, Discovery Italy

In Brenta Dolomites, Trentino, every day, 
the “Snow Lords” challenge nature and 
time to successfully open the winter sea-
son. At the heart of this realm of strug-
gle lies Madonna di Campiglio, the “Queen 
of the Dolomites”, a giant with more than 
150 km of slopes, 100 ski lifts, and great 
desire to be the best. In the area sur-
rounding Madonna di Campiglio there are 
three other ski locations that do all they 
can to steal attention from the “Queen”. 
And in this race against time and nature 
there’s no room for mistakes. In two sea-
sons THE SNOW LORDS show us their 
dangerous and complicated task, where a 
split second in their timing can be crucial.

Episodes: 1. The Preparation, 2. Let’s Start Working,  
3. Uncertainty, 4. Breathless, 5. Let’s start again!,  
6. Everyone at work, 7. Awaiting the Cold,  
8. A new beginning

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1223/Heroes-of-the-Deep.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1223/Heroes-of-the-Deep.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1223/Heroes-of-the-Deep.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1315/Snow-Lords:-The-Series-II.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1315/Snow-Lords:-The-Series-II.htm
https://www.autentic.com/64/pid/1315/Snow-Lords:-The-Series-II.htm
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In the Grip of Gazprom
› 2 × 52’  (ENG, GER) › 2022  › Kinsecope Film, SPIEGEL TV, WDR, arte, NHK 

War in the Ukraine, an energy crisis in Europe and a 
world in turmoil: At the center of these dramatic events 
is one raw material that keeps modern society running 
- gas! How could this happen? Which nefarious plan of 
Vladimir Putin lies behind it all? We take an exclusive 
look behind Russia’s gas monopoly and probably the 
most secretive company in the world, Gazprom. We invite 
the audience on an exciting journey through time into 
the history of the international gas war: From the fall of 

the Soviet Union to the Russian goldrush, and from the 
restrictions placed by the new President Vladimir Putin 
at that time to the subsequent arrests, expropriations 
and nationalizations of citizens. With footage shot over 
several months before the start of the Russian invasion 
of Ukraine - impossible to produce in current times - the 
dubious facade of the energy giant is revealed for the 
first time.

 HISTORY
HD
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https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1380/In-the-Grip-of-Gazprom.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1380/In-the-Grip-of-Gazprom.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1380/In-the-Grip-of-Gazprom.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1380/In-the-Grip-of-Gazprom.htm
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Berlin 1933 -  
Diary of a Metropolis
› 3 × 52’ (ENG), 2 × 90’, 
  180’ (GER) 
› 2022  
› zero one, rbb, arte, Medienboard  
  Berlin-Brandenburg, rbb media

In early 1933, Berlin is one of the most 
modern cities in the world, full of 
contrasts and life. Twelve months later: 
the city is in the thrall of one party and 
one Führer. BERLIN 1933 – DIARY OF 
A METROPOLIS tells the story of how 
Berlin, the vibrant hub of modernity, 
became Germany’s staunch capital city in 
step with the Third Reich. Contemporary 
journals, letters and documents, 
photographs and film material, form a 
dense collage of the dynamics of this 
collectively organised disaster. We 
observe history taking its course, from 
the perspective of those who were living 
it, witnessing the building and unfolding 
calamity at the moment of its inception.

HD

 90 YEARS POST HITLER’S CHANCELLORSHIP

Deadly Science
› 6 × 52’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022  
› Go Button Media, Autentic, Curiosity,   
  Superchannel, SPIEGEL Geschichte 

Humanity’s drive to push the bounds of 
the known world sometimes results in 
tragedy — but science still remembers the 
breakthroughs - from Spanish physician 
Servetus to George Mallory to Marie 
Curie and Dian Fossey. We tell the story of 
iconic inventors, scientists, and explorers 
who paid an extreme price for their work. 
Using archive, experts, CGI and historic 
reenactments, we bring them and their 
inventions back to life. How did these 
pioneers chance industry, inquiry, and 
the world with their ideas, setting us on a 
new path? What ideas came out of their 
work and where have they taken us in the 
modern world?

Episodes: 1. Dangerous Hights, 2. Female Inventors,  
3. Against Nature, 4. Long Forgotten Tracks, 5. In the 
Name of Medicine, 6. Ahead of their Time

4K
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https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1381/Berlin-1933-Diary-of-a-Metropolis.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1381/Berlin-1933-Diary-of-a-Metropolis.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1381/Berlin-1933-Diary-of-a-Metropolis.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1334/Deadly-Science.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1334/Deadly-Science.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1334/Deadly-Science.htm
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Gold -  
The Currency of Greed 
› 2 × 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› SPIEGEL TV, ZDF, arte

Gold is power, and it has driven 
humankind since the dawn of time. As 
captivating as its beauty is, the pursuit of 
this precious metal is ruthless. Greed for 
gold leads people to kill without mercy, 
destroy entire cultures and embark on 
suicidal quests. And the global greed for 
gold continues to this day; it is a crisis 
currency, highly-desirable in jewellery, 
global treasure and a coveted commodity. 
Its price keeps going up, having exploded 
in the last 40 years. What is the catalyst 
of the attraction, that keeps the world 
in suspense? We delve into the mystery 
of this shiny substance and explore 
the geological, cultural, political and 
economic background of gold. 

HD

What Went Wrong III
› 6 × 45’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022  
› Millstream Films, Autentic

WHAT WENT WRONG returns for season 
3 and shows with six new episodes that 
disaster is always just around the corner 
and usually due to human error.  By 
using animations and expert interviews, 
we reconstruct the fatal technical errors. 
Eyewitness accounts and stories of 
survivors provide emotional insights and 
allow us to understand the dimensions of 
what happened.

Episodes: 
1. Ever Given Shipping Disaster 
2. Mottarone Cable Car Disaster 
3. Kings Cross Fire 
4. Piper Alpha Inferno 
5. Santiago de Compostela Train Crash 
6. Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302
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https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1407/Gold-The-Currency-of-Greed.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1407/Gold-The-Currency-of-Greed.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1407/Gold-The-Currency-of-Greed.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1333/What-Went-Wrong-III.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1333/What-Went-Wrong-III.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1333/What-Went-Wrong-III.htm
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Love & Dolce Vita –  
History of the Amalfi Coast 
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Autentic, ZDF, arte

Italy’s Amalfi Coast enchants with its 
unique flair and picturesque landscapes. 
Glamour, the art of living and la dolce 
vita go hand in hand here. The cities of 
Amalfi, Ravello, Positano and the island 
of Capri have magically attracted actors 
and artists, the beautiful and the rich for 
decades. Some have found a refuge here 
for a love they could not otherwise live 
openly, others set new fashion trends 
and discovered a kind of freedom that 
could not be found anywhere else. Many 
celebrities who came here stayed forever 
or left their mark on the coast with their 
lifestyle. In an entertaining and light-
hearted way we tell the most dazzling 
stories of the Amalfi Coast, visiting 
magnificent mansions, picturesque towns 
and breathtaking landscapes.

HD

Undressed -  
The History of Nudity
› 2 × 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 - 2023 
› SPIEGEL TV, ZDF, arte 

One hundred fifty years ago, nudism 
first emerged in Germany. Since then, 
nudism has spread far beyond Germany’s 
borders. Our tendency to act and dress 
more permissively and the way society 
handles naked body parts has also 
significantly evolved over the centuries, 
shaping art, media, and politics in the 
process.  The culture of nudity acts as 
a mirror of our society, revealing how 
we deal with our bodies, genders and 
role models, customs and conventions. 
We take you on an entertaining and 
informative journey into the history of 
nudity in Europe, observing how global 
crises and current trends such as body 
awareness affect today‘s nudist culture.

Episodes: 1. The Origins of Nudism,  
2. The Evolution of Permissiveness

HD
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https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1382/Love-Dolce-Vita-%E2%80%93-History-of-the-Amalfi-Coast-.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1382/Love-Dolce-Vita-%E2%80%93-History-of-the-Amalfi-Coast-.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1382/Love-Dolce-Vita-%E2%80%93-History-of-the-Amalfi-Coast-.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1383/Undressed-The-History-of-Nudity.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1383/Undressed-The-History-of-Nudity.htm
https://www.autentic.com/65/pid/1383/Undressed-The-History-of-Nudity.htm
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Empire Builders:  
Conquistadors, War & 
Revolution: A Mexican Story
› 3 × 50’ (ENG) 
› 2022 
› Pilot Productions, PBS, History UK

Throughout its history, Mexico has been 
convulsed by a series of epic, violent and 
bloody struggles that have defined the 
culture and identity of this complex nation. 
The world may be aware of the Spanish 
conquest in the 16th century, and the 
devastating impact of this conquest on 
Mexico’s pre-Hispanic civilisations. But 
the subsequent four hundred years until 
the Mexican revolution has largely been 
ignored. We look at this often overlooked 
history of America’s next door neighbour, 
a history that has both been influenced by 
and involved the United States.

Episodes: 1. The Spanish Conquest, 2. Civil War: Church 
versus State, 3. The Mexican Revolution 
 

European rights only.

HD

Empire Builders: The Pacific
› 2 × 50’ (ENG) 
› 2022 
› Pilot Productions, PBS, History UK

The idyllic Pacific Islands have been a 
battleground for centuries - from wars 
to colonial rivalry between France and 
UK to controversial nuclear tests by 
France and the United States. Indigenous 
Austronesian and Polynesian tribes 
fought one another for centuries, 
sometimes even eating their victims after 
successful conquests. In the 18th century, 
great European powers launched 
‘journeys of discovery’ in search of 
continents in and beyond the South 
Seas. These journeys were often flagged 
as great scientific explorations of the 
natural world, but the Europeans also 
introduced deadly diseases and occupied 
and suspressed the indigenous people of 
these dream destinations.

European rights only.
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Empire Builders
› 7 × 52’ (ENG, GER) › 2021 › Pilot Productions, PBS, History UK

Throughout the ages great empires have come and gone. But all have 
left great legacies, monuments, inventions and innovations, changing 
history and the way we live. The series revisits the great empires of 
China, ancient Greece and the Netherlands. 

Episodes: Episodes: 1. China: Imperial China, 2. China: The Century of Humiliation, 3. China: Modern 
World, Modern Emperors, 4. The Ancient Greeks: Minoans, Mycenae and the Persian Wars,  
5. The Ancient Greeks: Classical Greece and beyond, 6. The Dutch Golden Age: The Dutch Revolt, 
Eighty Years War, Independence, 7. The Dutch Golden Age: The Dutch Empire

European rights only.

HD

Empire Builders: The Inca
› 50’ (ENG) 
› 2022 
› Pilot Productions, PBS, History UK

The Inca were a civilisation which 
flourished from the 12th century until 
their conquest by the Spanish in 1533 
in modern-day Peru and surrounding 
countries. With a centre in Cuzco in the 
Peruvian highlands, the Incas expanded 
into the largest pre-Columbian kingdom 
in the Americas, spreading across a 
diverse selection of climates such as 
the highlands of the Andes’ plateaus 
and jungles. Famous for their advanced 
technology, opulent and magnificent art 
and impressive architecture, the Inca 
were nonetheless undermined by their 
lack of military technology and resistance 
to European diseases. We look at the rise 
and fall of one of the largest kingdoms in 
the Americas.

European rights only.
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Brooklyn Bridge: An 
Engineering Masterpiece
› 52’ (ENG), 90’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022 
› Florianfilm, SWR, arte

The Brooklyn Bridge is one of New York’s 
greatest landmarks, it is an engineering 
marvel of its time and an icon of US 
culture. With rarely seen archive images 
from the construction period, spectacular 
re-shoots, illuminating original sounds 
and exclusively animated scenes, the 
documentary tells the story behind the 
bridge and makes the construction itself 
visible to the viewer. A fact unknown to 
many: Its creation is deeply intertwined 
with the history of the German engineer 
family Roebling – and the dramatic story 
of an immigration from Germany to the 
New World. It’s also that of a woman 
who first lost her father-in-law and then 
her husband, yet still had the strength to 
complete this famous landmark.

HD

PAN AM -  
Rise and Fall of an Aviation Icon
› 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› moving story media, SWR, arte

It is a story of great challenges, daring 
pioneering deeds and technical feats. It 
is about flights of fancy, but also about 
defeats. The airline PAN AM has long 
since ceased to exist. But its myth is still 
alive. Those who worked for PAN AM 
were proud - and still are today. PAN AM 
aircraft stood for the American way of 
life worldwide and was the most famous 
airline in the world. It reached incredible 
heights, and crashed hard. But three 
decades after its demise, the PAN AM 
myth lives on.
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Music under the Swastika - 
The Maestro and  
the Cellist of Auschwitz
› 52’ (ENG),  90’ (GER) 
› 2022 
› 3B-Produktion, Deutsche Welle

During the Third Reich, classical music 
served to entertain some and save the 
lives of others. Anita Lasker-Wallfisch 
survives as a cellist in Auschwitz, 
while the famous conductor Wilhelm 
Furtwängler tries in vain to preserve his 
integrity and finally surrenders in a pact 
with the devil. With digitally restored 
and carefully colorized footage we tell 
the story of classical music in the Third 
Reich for the first time from an universal 
perspective. 

HD

Ticket to Freedom -  
The Angel of Hamburg
› 90’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022 
› Doclights, arte, nordmedia

She was called “The Angel of Hamburg”, 
having saved the lives of numerous 
Jews: Aracy Moebius de Carvalho. She is 
little known in Europe, but a heroine in 
Brazil, and honored “Righteous Among 
the Nations” at Yad Vashem. As a young 
Brazilian working in the Brazilian 
consulate in Hamburg, Aracy issued false 
visas to those seeking help, showing 
that one person can change the destiny 
of many people with a simple act. With 
emotional re-enactments, film and photo 
recordings, historical documents and 
interviews with experts, and with the help 
of Aracy’s relatives and descendants of 
the rescued Jews, we retell the story of 
this courageous young woman.

HD
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The American Führer
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› Tangram International, NDR, BR, FFF  
  Bayern

They still exist: Unknown stories from 
the time of National Socialism. The story 
of the fascist imposter, Fritz Julius Kuhn, 
is one of those. A German emigrant 
who stylized himself as Hitler’s deputy 
in America in the 1930s, marching his 
troops through American cities and filling 
Madison Square Garden with supporters. 
Neither Hitler nor the FBI can stop 
him. In the end, a love affair brings him 
down. With the help of Kuhn’s distinctive 
propaganda and the overwhelming press 
response, the documentary tells the 
unusual story of Nazi propaganda in the 
USA.

HD

Europe’s Forgotten Border
› 52’ (ENG, GER, FRE) › 2022   
› Loopfilm, BR, arte, ORF, Ceska Televize, FFF Bayern

During the Cold War, the border between Czechoslovakia and the West 
became a dramatic scene. Between 1945 and 1989 several hundred 
people lost their lives. 30 years after the fall of the Iron Curtain, justice 
is now to be served: German and Czech public prosecutors are trying to 
bring the truth to light. We reconstruct the events through the eyes of 
perpetrators, victims, bereaved families and those responsible.

HD

Almighty and Poor - The Monks of Cluny
› 52’ (ENG, GER) › 2021  › Doc.station, ZDF, arte

In the pious Middle Ages, people’s focus was on life after death. The fear 
of the fires of hell is considerable. And here the Cluniac monks offer a 
good deal: they pray for the souls of the faithful and thus save them from 
eternal torments of hell in exchange for rich donations. Money for the 
salvation of souls - this economic model makes Cluny Abbey incredibly 
rich. But this is only one side of the story: The first abbots of Cluny carry 
weight in the great conflicts of the time between spiritual and secular 
power. But soon a new order appears and a slow decline sets in.
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Adam and Ida -  
Almost a Fairytale
› 80’ (ENG)  
› 2022 
› Hoferichter & Jacobs,  
  Full Glass Media, NDR

Separated as toddlers, the Jewish 
twins Adam and Ida Paluch survived the 
Holocaust knowing almost nothing about 
their roots. Half a century later, two 
strangers miraculously find each other. It 
is an incredible tale about a lifelong quest 
about identity, loss and the search for 
belonging – told through interviews and 
animations illustrating the Jewish twins’ 
only vague memories. Following a 53-year 
long journey that took them around the 
globe, one day Ida believes to recognize 
her brother on a newspaper photo 
resembling her grandfather. When the 
two strangers meet, they are convinced to 
have found each other at last.

HD

Spies  
that mapped the World
› 4 × 52’ (ENG) 
› 2023 
› Autentic, Go Button Media,     
  Superchannel, SPIEGEL Geschichte

WWII is over, but conflict is far from gone. 
While the rest of the world was picking 
up the pieces, the USSR turned its focus 
to surveillance on a scale the world 
had never seen. At the centre, Russian 
spies tasked with gathering details to 
map literally every corner of the earth. 
Still today, the purpose of this massive 
mission remains cloaked in mystery. But 
clues within highly classified documents 
hint at the largest Cold War conspiracy 
to date. Now, as the dust is blown off age 
old documents, could linking this massive 
Russian reconnaissance mission with the 
recently declassified covert ops uncover 
an old plan for world domination?

HD
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California Dreaming –  
Modern Architecture  
in the Golden State 
› 4 × 30’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Avanti Media, rbb, arte

Since the 1940s, dreams of modern 
architecture have taken shape in 
California and are still influential today. 
Their innovative power consisted of 
making the landscape an integral part of 
the buildings. The docu-series tells the 
story of four legendary houses between 
Palm Springs and San Francisco in 
impressive pictures, using fascinating 
aerial photographs and postcard motifs. 
How did this architecture come about, 
why is it called modern and is it still style-
defining today? 

Episodes:  
1. The Raymond Loewy House: A Pool in the Living Room 
2. The Silver Top: Living Like James Bond  
3. The Sea Ranch: Alternative Communal Living  
4. The Fall House: Living on the Edge

Nosferatu -  
A Film like a Vampire
› 80’ (ENG, GER)   
› 2022  
› Zeitsprung Pictures, ZDF, arte 

An imaginary ghost train ride through 100 
years of film and music history. One of 
the most popular silent films is 100 years 
old: Friedrich W. Murnau’s “Nosferatu - A 
Symphony of Horror”. The influence of the 
original horror film can still be felt today 
- in music videos, films, paintings and 
comics. How could “Nosferatu” become a 
masterpiece of film history, and how could 
its pictures develop such a long-lasting 
life of their own? What remakes did the 
film provoke, and how do the creatives of 
our time see this film? With the character 
of Nosferatu as a shadow incarnate, the 
documentary embarks on an adventurous 
journey through the 100-year history of 
the legendary film.
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In the Heart of America 
› 2 × 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Lonamedia, ZDF, arte

They are the last unknown natural 
paradises in Central America: The 
spectacular landscapes of Nicaragua & 
Honduras, teeming with wild animals. 
While Nicaragua is home to active 
volcanoes and Central America’s largest 
freshwater lake, teeming with tapirs, 
caimans and crocodiles, Honduras is the 
home of the largest intact rainforests 
in the region. We not only immerse 
ourselves in the natural beauty full of 
animal life, but also get to know the 
people who lead us through the local 
flora and fauna, people who take pride 
in their countries, where they are deeply 
rooted. What are the true treasures of 
the miniature Central American natural 
paradises, of which we know so little 
about? 

White Winter -  
A Season on the  
Northern Alpine Rim
› 52’ (ENG), 45’ (GER) 
› 2022 
› nautilusfilm, WDR, arte

On the Northern Alpine rim, winter can 
still be marvelled at in all its glory every 
year. But how do the animals, plants and 
fungi cope with the annually recurring 
ice age? The many adaptations in nature 
prove: winter is not so much an annually 
recurring adversity, but rather an integral 
part of the natural cycle of the year and 
the whole natural world. That is why the 
animals and plants of the snowy areas 
at the edge of the Alps suffer particularly 
from climate change and go into a tailspin 
with the unpredictable ups and downs 
of the snow line. It is still possible to 
observe how the animals are changing 
their behaviour, altering their diet and 
turning their ecology upside down.
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In Search of Snow  
Leopards - Chasing Shadows
› 2 × 52’ (ENG) 
› 2022 
› Bedi Films

Snow leopards are the most secretive and 
least understood of all the great cats. In 
Spiti Valley’s stunning high-altitude desert 
landscape we reveal their fascinating 
life. Over five years, the Bedi Brothers 
follow the dominant male Karma and his 
harem of few females and witness the 
snow leopards in action: scent-marking, 
courtship, mating, hunting, and feeding. 
But with the death of Karma everything 
changes and a new ruler arrives: Namka. 
We not only get to see groundbreaking 
and never before seen footage of snow 
leopards, but also of the Himalayan Ibex, 
blue sheep, red fox, golden eagle, griffon 
vulture and snowcock, who call the 
rugged landscapes their home too.

Spirit of the Mountains - The Snow Leopard
› 60’ (ENG) › 2022 › Bedi Films

In Spiti Valley’s stunning high-altitude desert landscape, we follow the 
snow leopard Karma and his cub and witness this secretive species in 
action. We catch a glimpse of some never seen before intimate behaviour 
- from hunting and feeding to courtship and mating. We even witness 
the tragic death of Karma and the rise of a new ruler, named Namka. 
SPIRIT OF THE MOUNTAINS - THE SNOW LEOPARD is a more species-
based and comprehensive version of IN SEARCH OF SNOW LEOPARDS 
- CHASING SHADOWS.

4K

4K

The Himalayan Ibex - Monarchs of the Mountains
› 30’ (ENG) › 2022 › Bedi Films

With its majestic horns and beards, the Himalayan Ibex shares the same 
habitat as snow leopards and is their favourite food. The realm of the 
ibex is so harsh and inaccessible that most wildlife photographers have 
been discouraged. For two years, Pioneer Indian nature photographer 
Rajesh Bedi braves the inhospitable terrain and bitterly cold weather 
to record their unique behaviour, including the courtship displays of 
tongue-flapping, fights for dominance, giving birth on inaccessible cliffs, 
and the playing between juvenile Ibex - kids.
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Wild Prairie Man 
› 52’ (ENG) 
› 2022 
› Overtime Communications,   
  Saskatchewan Arts Board (SK Arts)

Located in the Northern Great Plains 
of Canada, Grasslands National Park 
has been a 20 year odyssey for wildlife 
photographer James R. Page. For James, 
critters are more interesting than people 
and he shares some of his experiences 
from this endangered ecosystem. We 
showcase the park’s wilderness that is 
dominated by prairie light and dark sky, 
the wildlife, and mesmerizing landscapes. 
James R. Page’s connection to the land 
and the wildlife provides an unforgettable 
journey into the heart of this endangered 
ecosystem, while park experts help us 
understand its complexity.

 FESTIVALS & AWARDS - A SELECTION:  
 “Best Nature/Wildlife Film”, Cannes World Film  
 Festival 2022; 
 “Best International Feature Documentary”, Västerås  
 Film Festival 2022

4K

Germany’s Wild Reservoirs 
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Tesche Dokumentarfilm, WDR

Nowhere in Germany it rains as much as 
in the area of Bergisches Land, in North 
Rhine Westphalia. More than 130 years 
ago, people began to build dams - mainly 
for flood protection and as a drinking 
water reservoir. They all transform a 
stretch of flowing water into still and 
stagnant water. As a result, completely 
diverse ecosystems have developed 
there: where the dipper once dived for 
insect larvae, cormorants and gray 
herons now fish and swans and coots 
cavort. In recent summers, even greater 
challenges have emerged: the effects of 
climate change - from extreme drought to 
destructive floods. Not everyone can cope 
with the constant change in the dams, but 
they still remain an important wonder of 
engineering for many: for us humans as 
well as for a number of animals.
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Asia - Secret Lives, Hidden Places III
› 3 × 45’ (ENG, GER) › 2022  › Autentic, NDR, arte

Come with us on a unique journey to Southeast Asia 
- a region that could hardly be more diverse: Floating 
villages on the Tonle Sap, wooden houses with roofs like 
ships in the highlands of Sulawesi, traditional and at the 
same time ultra-modern bamboo architecture in Bali. In 
Cambodia, people are fighting to preserve their national 
landmark - the gigantic Angkor temple complex. In 
Sulawesi, despite their Christian faith, the Toraja people 
cannot be dissuaded from their traditional beliefs. The 

ancestors play a decisive role and the result is days of 
elaborate funeral ceremonies with dances, singing and 
animal sacrifices. In Bali, many people still rely on the 
power of traditional medicine and place themselves in 
the hands of capable healers. Cambodia, Sulawesi and 
Bali - three countries whose culture and nature is so 
incomparably breathtaking. It is the encounters with 
the local people that allow us to get very close to these 
dream destinations and their secrets.

Episodes: 
1. Cambodia – Land of Enchanted Temples and Floating Villages 
2. Sulawesi - Death Cult and Tradition 
3. Bali - Island of Gods and Demons
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Israel’s National Trail
› 45’ (ENG, GER), 3 × 20’ (GER) 
› 2023 
› Autentic, NDR

At the crossroads of three continents, 
Israel has almost everything - from 
snowfall to Mediterranean conditions, to 
extreme desert climates. The landscape 
ranges from dense forests, hills covered 
with vines and fruit trees, to gorgeous 
sandy beaches and rugged rock 
formations reminiscent of the surface of 
Mars. Whether it’s a pulsating big city, a 
traditional small town, a small kibbutz 
or absolute solitude in the desert - on 
the way along the Israel National Trail, 
or Shivil Israel as the locals call it, Israel 
can be experienced up close with all its 
cultural, religious, scenic and climatic 
diversity. Eike and Kim, a young couple, 
take us with them on their adventure - 
marked by daring challenges, but also 
wonderful encounters with the local 
people. Because above all, they are the 
ones who make Israel so incomparable.

Unknown Texas -  
The Lone Star State
› 2 × 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› EIKON Nord, ZDF, arte

Texas, as the second largest state of the 
U.S., has much more to offer than just 
the cliché claims: Miles of sandy beaches 
on the Gulf of Mexico, the mighty valleys 
of the Rio Grande, spectacular national 
parks, desert regions, swamplands 
and endless prairies, as well as hip 
metropolises like Austin or San Antonio.  
We meet people who bring us closer to 
the unknown Texas and show landscapes 
and facets that will surprise the viewer. 
We go in search of traces of special places 
and people in the extremely diverse 
state of Texas. Our journey goes from the 
prairies of the north to the Gulf Coast in 
the south, and from the swamplands in 
the east to Big Bend National Park on the 
border with Mexico.

HD
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Qatar -  
Between Boomtown and Burqa
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› elb motion pictures, NDR, nordmedia

Anyone traveling to Qatar has plenty of 
prejudices: a corrupt, filthy-rich emirate 
full of forced laborers without rights and 
full of businessmen with questionable 
practices. But for the Qataris themselves 
and the millions of guest workers from 
all over the world, the picture is more 
nuanced. Qatar is a dictatorship with an 
emir with almost unlimited power. But at 
the same time, Qatar is stunningly open 
and progressive. The emirate is tiny, 
and yet tremendously fascinating - with 
its vast desert landscapes, its bizarrely 
shaped mountains and its picturesque 
sandy beaches. It is a country full of 
contrasts, full of sun, sand and magic 
from the Arabian Nights.

HD

 2022 FIFA WORLD CUP

Rural Europe Season 3
› 3 × 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› Hoferichter & Jacobs, Bergblick TV,  
  European Commission

Rural Europe is a journey of discovery, 
following the historic traces of European 
agriculture as we know it today. The 
series comes to know those people 
and regions that have been shaped by 
agriculture for centuries – and in which 
agriculture still determines their way of 
life. In the 21st century, what is the future 
of agriculture and of the people who 
depend on it? In Season 3, we visit Tyrol, 
Greece, and Romania.

Episodes: 
1. Tyrol - Tradition from Alpine Pastures to Meadows  
2. Greece - Innovation in Small Fields  
3. Romania - Sustainable Agriculture in a Nature Reserve 

HD
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Ireland -  
The Emerald Isle rediscovered
› 4 × 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› Caligari, arte

The journey through Ireland begins in the 
Rugged North, in the middle of the rough 
and untamed nature. From there, we 
travel to the West of Ireland, where the 
original, traditional life is preserved. From 
the traditional west, our route takes us to 
the popular south, with a milder climate 
and lush vegetation. We end in the lively 
East, where the contrast between today 
and the past is not only palpable, but also 
visible. On our journey we meet people 
who would never leave their homeland 
despite the harsh living conditions, we 
wander through spectacular landscapes, 
get an insight into the traditional ways 
of life and experience the four sides of 
Ireland in a completely new way.

Episodes: 1. The Rugged North, 2. The Pristine West,  
3. The Mild South, 4. The Virbant East

HD

Beautiful Lakes 
of Northern Italy
› 2 × 45’ (ENG, GER),  
  90’ (GER) 
› 2022  
› Casei Media, NDR, SWR, nordmedia

They are dream destinations and offer 
the first glimpse of Italy after crossing 
the southern edge of the Alps: the glacial 
Great Prealpine Lakes. Located on the 
foothills of the Alps, Lake Maggiore, Lake 
Como, Lake Lugano and Lake Garda mark 
the transition between the Alps and the 
Po Plain. The mild climate, the natural 
beauty, the light, the romantic towns and 
villages all create a special flair. With 
these two wonderful films, we show the 
beauty and authenticity of the people, 
the Italian way of life and the stunning 
landscape. 

 
Episodes: 
1. From Lake Maggiore to Lake Como 
2. From Lake Como to Lake Garda

HD
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HDNepal - 
A Journey from West to East
› 45’ (ENG, GER), 4 × 15’ (GER) 
› 2022  
› Weinert Brothers, Dennis & Patrick    
  Weinert GbR, NDR

How do people live in the land of the 
Himalayas? How do they look at the world 
from their age-old traditions and original 
way of life? How can one of the poorest 
countries combine economic development 
with the protection of its own culture and 
environment? Two brothers embark on 
a journey across Nepal, a country full of 
natural wonders and adventure. They 
cross plains and jungles and climb up 
to the high mountains, talk to people 
about their view of the world and the 
relationship between humankind and 
nature. After all, in Nepal, the local nature 
is considered the home of the gods, and 
the connection to nature is an important 
part of daily life.

Patagonia -  
Land of Pioneers 
› 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Vision Airways, NDR, arte

At the tip of South America lies a 
landscape of extremes: Patagonia. Its 
vast ice sheets are among the mightiest 
in the world. The harsh climate and 
the constant wind in Patagonia set the 
rhythm of life. In times of climate change, 
this rhythm changes noticeably and 
the country can no longer tolerate the 
traditional livestock of the gauchos. New 
pioneers are reconquering the country 
and bringing more awareness for nature 
conservation and regional economies. 
Can the wilderness of Patagonia still be 
saved?

4K
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The Honey  
Hunters of Poland 
› 52’ (ENG, GER), 45’ (GER) 
› 2022 
› Berlin Producers, MDR, arte

Poland revives a forgotten tradition: the 
hunting of honey from wild or semi-wild 
bees. For a long time, collecting honey 
was the only way to get the sweet gold 
and a real craft developed: With artificial 
hives, the ancient technique of forest 
beekeeping fell into oblivion. With climate 
change, sustainable honey hunting is 
coming back into people’s consciousness. 
We follow beekeepers as they hunt for 
wild bees in the Augustów Forest in 
Poland’s Wigry National Park and show, 
by reviving the historic and cultural 
craft, they are helping to preserve forest 
biodiversity and bring back the missing 
element of nature: those that bring life, 
wild bees.

HD

Tren Atlantico
› 2 × 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2021  
› elb motion pictures, NDR, nordmedia

Rugged cliffs, surfing paradises, steep 
vineyards and villages with centuries-
old traditions: The train takes you from 
Portugal’s west coast to the Spanish 
border in the northeast on a journey 
of discovery characterized by a variety 
of colors, landscapes and climates. 
The FEVE narrow-gauge railroad takes 
you through the contrasting landscape 
of northern Spain. From Bilbao in 
the Basque Country via Santander in 
Cantabria to Asturias. The train takes a 
good eight hours to cover 300 kilometers. 
A journey at the speed of earlier centuries, 
through a region that has retained its 
originality to this day.

Episodes:  
1. In the Heart of Portugal 
2. Spain’s Green North

HD
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World’s Most  
Dangerous Railway Lines
› 5 × 52’ (ENG, GER, FRE), 5 × 45’ (GER) 
› 2020 - 2022  
› medea Film, ZDF, arte

The most dangerous railway lines in 
the world are breathtakingly beautiful, 
fascinating and lead through extreme 
landscapes. They touch the sky and for 
some they go straight to hell afterwards, 
leading over extreme heights, across 
oceans, and braving hurricanes. Railway 
lines are not only legendary carriers of 
myths, people and machines. They are 
also the proof of high engineering skills 
and witnesses to the indomitable will of 
humankind to open up new routes into 
the unknown in order to conquer nature 
and its treasures. Railway lines on all 
continents tell the story of industrial 
culture, of progress and the art of travel.

Episodes: 1. The Bernina Express, Switzerland, 2. The 
Tazara, Tanzania - Zambia, 3. The Pamban Railway, India, 
4. Southern Railway, Peru, 5. The Train to the Clouds, 
Argentinia

HD

World’s Most Punctual  
Train - Japan’s Shinkansen 
› 2 × 45’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022 
› Autentic, Wondertrunk, NDR

Japan’s Shinkansen is the world’s most 
punctual long-distance express train. 
The journey takes us past some of the 
most beautiful and original places in 
Japan: We visit a wasabi farmer, who 
initiates us into the secrets of the most 
demanding cultivated plant in the world. 
In a 400-year-old drum factory, we are 
there when one of the last giant taiko 
drums in the world is built. We also take 
a look behind the scenes of the record-
breaking train: We sit in the cockpit with 
one of the youngest Shinkansen pilots 
in the country  who lets us take a test 
drive with an almost perfect Shinkansen 
of the future. A voyage of discovery with 
the high-tech super train into the soul of 
Japanese craftsmanship.

Episodes: 1. From Tokyo to the Sea of Japan,  
2. From Osaka to the South of Japan

4K
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Bosnia & Herzegovina
› 2 × 52’ (ENG), 2 × 45’ (GER) 
› 2021  
› micafilm, ZDF, arte

A country wild and unknown – right in 
the heart of Europe. With cascading 
waterfalls, untouched river landscapes 
and rugged mountain ranges. Bosnia and 
Herzegovina enchants with barren beauty 
in the karstic south and untouched nature 
in the densely wooded north. Rare and 
endangered animals roam the valleys 
and mountains of the Perućica primeval 
forest. The untouched nature offers a 
pristine habitat and is testament to the 
impressive ecological diversity. Why 
are there wild mustangs on the Cincar 
Mountain? How were the waterfalls along 
the Trebižat River formed? And where 
can one find stingrays and scorpion fish in 
Neum Bay?

Epiosdes:  
1. The Abundant North 
2. The Karstic South

HD

National  
Parks of the Balkan:  
Rugged Worlds & Wild Beauty
› 6 × 52’ (ENG, GER), 6 × 45’ (GER, FRE)   
› 2022  
› Vincent Productions, ZDF, arte,  
  Servus TV

The Balkan Peninsula is one of the 
three southern European peninsulas 
and 500,000 square kilometres in size. 
Politically, it is known as Europe’s 
poorhouse and powder keg. Poetically, 
it is the geographical border between 
Occident and Orient. Long shunned, it is 
an almost unknown beauty. Five seas 
lap its rugged shores: the Black Sea, the 
Sea of Marmara, the Aegean Sea, the 
Ionian Sea and the Adriatic Sea. Its hidden 
treasures are the national parks  from 
Croatia to Greece. Go on a cinematic 
journey to the  wild part of Europe - 
across mountains, lakes and seas.

Episodes: 1. Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2. Croatia, 3. Monte-
negro, 4. Albania, 5. Bulgaria, 6. Greece

4K
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At Our Neighbour’s Table
› 168 × 30’ (ENG, GER, FRE, ENG subs)  
   - long running series 
› 2010 - 2022 
› Berlin Producers, ZDF, arte

AT OUR NEIGHBOUR’S TABLE offers the 
culinary treasures of the people who 
know it best: farmers, winegrowers, chefs, 
housewives, fishermen and many more. 
We visit people in different regions and 
accompany them through their everyday 
life. The art of cooking is sensual and 
that’s why we show you regional food at 
its best and slow food lived as it should 
be. In addition to the preparation of their 
typical regional dishes, we take a look 
at the production or purchase of the 
ingredients. Find out what cooking means 
in the different cultures and regions of 
Europe and the rest of the world.
 
Season 2014, 2019, 2020, 2021 & 2022 
available in English.

HD

Europe’s  
Forgotten Pilgrim Routes
› 3 × 52’ (ENG, GER), 3 × 45’ (GER, FRE) 
› 2021  
› DOCDAYS Productions, SWR, arte

Embark upon the paths of three ancient 
pilgrim routes lost to time, across 
four European countries. Follow in 
the footsteps of conquerors, along the 
routes that Napoleon and the Romans 
took traversing the spectacular Swiss 
Alps, through rural Italy towards the 
Vatican City on the Via Francigena. 
Wander through the romantic gardens 
and landscapes of southern England on 
the path of the Pilgrim’s Way and explore 
the divine Mont-Saint-Michel path in 
Normandy. 

Episodes: 
1. The Pilgrim’s Way, England 
2. The Mont-Saint-Michel-Way, France 
3. The Via Francigena, Italy

HD

 13 NEW EPISODES
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New Space -  
The Race is back on
› 52’ (ENG), 45’ (GER) 
› 2022 
› Autentic, Curiosity Studios, 3Sat

What was science fiction just a few years 
ago is now a reality: private companies 
send astronauts, tourists and technology 
into space. The gold rush for technical 
supremacy in space has begun. Who 
will win this competition? We show what 
role private companies such as Space 
X, Blue Origin, Axiom Space, Astrobotic, 
OHB, Rocket Factory Augsburg and many 
more are already playing in conquering 
space. We also exclusively accompany the 
lunar analogue mission “ARCHES” of the 
German Aerospace Center to the Sicilian 
Etna. This exciting science documentary 
shows the latest innovations in the race 
for the commercialisation of space and 
thus takes viewers into the future of 
humankind.

 SCIENCE . TECHNOLOGY

Colossal Machines II
› 6 × 45’ (ENG, GER)  
› 2022  
› Go Button Media,  Autentic,     
  Superchannel

New season, new mechanical beasts. 
From gigant ic ,  ground-crushing 
monsters, to lifesavers, to nuclear-
powered machines, we pull back the 
cover and reveal their secret ingredients. 
We show the biggest and most fascinating 
machines that humankind has to offer. 
Using CGI, we take a look inside these 
technical masterpieces and explain with 
the help of experts what makes each 
machine special. We unravel the mystery 
of their development and show how they 
actually work. 

Episodes:  
1. Crush, Smash, Shred, 2. Power of the Atom, 
3. Fire and Rescue, 4. Titan Transports,  
5. Next Gen Power, 6. Speed Demons

4K

4K
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42 - The Answer to Almost Everything
› 14 × 30’ (ENG, GER) › 2022 › mobyDok, HR, arte

The new and different knowledge series asks all kinds of 
questions and gets to the bottom of them. With a wink to 
Douglas Adams’ cult book “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy”, the show navigates through the big and small 
questions of humankind. Associative, original, outside the 

box and cleverly inspired, each topic is rolled out. Are we 
all hearing the same thing? Will we love robots? Should 
we dream more? And how does time travel work? 42 
continues to ask about causes and solutions. Apparently 
light, but always with weight.

Episodes: 
1. What if there was no fear?  8. Where is the perfect energy source? 
2. Do we all hear the same?  9. Can we turn poop into gold? 
3. Will we stop flying?  10. Why do we hate? 
4. Will we love robots?  11. How does time travel work? 
5. Should we dream more?  12. Do we live on a mushroom planet? 
6. Will we live forever?  13. Why are we so color-driven? 
7. Will we actually travel to Mars? 14. Will we freeze and defrost ourselves in the future?

HD
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The Healing Power of  
Psychedelic Drugs -  
A Renaissance
› 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› micafilm, ZDF, arte

The number of patients diagnosed with 
mental illnesses, especially depression, 
is growing worldwide. There is an urgent 
need for new treatments. But substances 
that for many years were demonized as 
something that drives us crazy bring 
hope: psychedelics. Recent studies 
already show that LSD and others have a 
therapeutic potential for mental illnesses 
and addictions. People are already talking 
about a “Psychedelic Renaissance”. Will 
psychedelics be able to help those for 
whom nothing has helped. We witness not 
only how a new drug is being sought out, 
but also how a new therapeutic approach 
could be a paradigm shift in psychiatry.

HD

Stealth & Deception - 
Weapons for a New Era
› 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2022  
› König Media Produktion

New weapon systems like the F35 stealth 
jets and the Independence Class stealth 
ships are developed to defend freedom 
in the world. New menaces demand new 
weapon systems. Stealth became very 
popular in the last years and will be even 
more important in the future. The F35 
Lightning II Jet and other air, ground or 
water vehicles will be game changers 
in the conflicts of the future. As the old 
romans said: Vis pacem para bellum - If 
you want peace, prepare for war.

HD
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HDLife from Space
› 3 × 52’ (ENG, GER, FRE, 2 Eps ITA), 
  3 × 45’ (GER)
› 2020 - 2021 
› Autentic, NHK, ZDF, arte

We take a look at the monumental 
discoveries underway, specifically 
surrounding black holes, meteorites and 
extrasolar planets. Black holes have 
been revealed as one of the foundations 
for the basic conditions of life. We also 
follow how meteorites brought the basic 
substances of life to our planet, allowing 
for its creation, and look at exoplanets 
as a possible habitat for humankind. 
The films describe the latest findings 
concerning cosmic events in relation to 
the origin of life, providing a grandiose 
perspective of what makes life possible.

Episodes:  
1. Black Holes, 2. Asteroides and Meteorites, 3. Exoplanets

European & MENA rights only.

The Lithium-Ion Story
› 52’ (ENG), 45’ (GER) › 2022 › 14a Media

It is the innovation driver of the 21st century: the lithium-ion battery. The 
technology is particularly established and in demand in the warehouse. 
We introduce the hidden champion of e-mobility: intralogistics. It offers 
a glimpse into the future of e-mobility with all its challenges and 
opportunities. From the extraction of lithium from thermal water to the 
production of the latest cells and their use in vehicles and AI-controlled 
large-scale storage to recycling: We show the state of the art of a 
technology that surrounds and influences us all every day. 
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HDThe Eye – Fascination Vision 
› 52’ (ENG, GER) › 2021 ›  medea Film, ZDF, arte

In a 214° field of peripheral eyesight, our eyes are hit by countless 
visual impressions. As life expectancy increases, the power of sight is 
dwindling and diseases that threaten blindness are becoming more and 
more likely for everyone. With modern knowledge, research is fighting 
against vision loss and is finding enhancements for future vision. With 
red light glasses, contact lenses for presbyopia or bionic chip implants, 
the research approaches in this film show how people’s sight can be 
maintained or regained using complex but also very simple means.

The Ear – Fascination Hearing
› 52’ (ENG, GER)  › 2020 › medea Film, ZDF, arte

Even when we sleep, a part of us is wide awake: our hearing. 24-hour 
reception to identify sources of danger, to communicate and to 
orientate ourselves. In addition, our hearing often suffers from sensory 
overload and stress. According to the WHO, more than 400 million 
people worldwide are affected by hearing loss, and more than a billion 
young people are considered at risk. The film shows current scientific 
developments and illustrates how powerful, but also vulnerable, the ear 
is.

HD

Mapping Disasters
› 6 × 52’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2023 
› Go Button Media, Autentic,    
  Superchannel

Disasters can strike anytime, anywhere. 
Under blue skies and without warning, 
the smallest break from the ordinary can 
set disaster in motion. In the eye of the 
storm, the inevitable seems inescapable. 
But what can be learned in the aftermath 
of earth’s most catastrophic forces?  
We hit rewind and replay earth’s worst 
disasters. Using archive footage, CGI, 
modern analytics, and experts, we track 
time, direction and trajectory. What can 
be uncovered post impact? What do we 
need to know about a catalyst event, in 
order to curtail its ripple effects and save 
lives? Through building a step-by-step 
playbook of past events, we can conquer 
future catastrophes by Mapping Disasters. 

4K
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Crime Time
› S1: 1 × 45’ , S2: 3 × 45’,  
  S3: 2 × 45’, S4: 1× 30’, 1× 45’,  
  S5: 3 × 30’ (ENG, GER) 
› 2020 - 2022 
› Timeline Production, HR

In Crime Time prosecutors, forensic 
scientists, police officers and profilers 
describe the cases that they won’t forget 
any time soon. How do you manage to 
convict the perpetrators? What makes 
real killers tick?       

Season 1: On the Trail of a Serial Killer (1 x 45’)  
Season 2: On the Trail of a Child Murderer (3 x 45’) 
Season 3: On the Trail of a Chainsaw Killer (2 x 45’)  
Season 4: On the Trail of a Monster - Three Dead Babies 
(Ep. 1: 1 x 30’, Ep. 2: 1 x 45’) 
Season 5: On the Trail of Julia’s Murderer (3 x 30’)

HD
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Bloodlust -  
The Desire to Kill 
› 52’ (ENG, GER), 30’ (GER, ENG subs) 
› 2022  
› NZZ

What makes a person a murderer? Is it a 
matter of genetics or social conditioning?  
These are questions that not only 
scientists ask themselves, but also crime 
and true-crime fans. We talk to a court 
reporter and crime writer about fiction 
and reality in her worst murder case. 
We meet a neuroscientist who studies 
the brains of psychopaths and ask a 
murderer how he became one.
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 https://www.autentic.com/66/pid/1344/Crime-Time:-On-the-Trail-of-a-Serial-Killer.htm
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 THE WORLD IN 30 MINUTES

The World in 30 Minutes
› 330 × 30’ (GER, ENG subs) - long running series  › 2010 - 2022  
› WDR, NZZ

This series provides modern reports from all parts of the world. We tell 
stories in which we follow our protagonists and watch them overcome 
obstacles and drawbacks leading to big and small adventures that open 
their minds. We experience the clash of cultures and never forget to deal 
critically with our environment.

For a list of all episodes, please ask for our separate brochure.
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Energy of the Future: Hydrogen
› 30’ (GER, ENG subs) › 2022 › WDR

By 2050, 230 million households are to be supplied with green electricity 
from the North Sea - at least that’s according to an ambitious agreement 
reached by Germany, Belgium, Denmark and the Netherlands. In 
addition, green hydrogen is to be produced in the future on platforms 
in the North Sea, where gas and oil are still being extracted today. A 
complex energy transformation is also imminent in Namibia. A story that 
gives hope in a time with so much bad news.

HD

Wild Winds -  
Destructive Storms through Climate Change
› 30’ (GER, ENG subs) › 2022 › NZZ

The world faces strong storms, and weather models have calculated that 
there will be more and more of them in the future. In France, residents 
are thinking about moving from the coastal area. Mountain forests 
are also in danger; they can no longer withstand heat and storms. 
Without forests, the inhabitants are defenceless against rockfalls and 
avalanches. In Switzerland, therefore, a globally unique experiment is 
underway: the search for the forest of the future. 

HD

Logging the Rainforest – Sustainable Forestry 
› 30’ (GER) › 2022 › NZZ

Gabon is a natural paradise: 80 percent of the country is rainforest. 
So far, the country has made a living from oil, but now Environment 
Minister Lee White wants to label Gabon as a green country. Gabon 
wants to develop the rainforest economically without destroying it. On 
the contrary - the felling should protect nature and the climate and make 
Gabon independent of the petroleum industry. We get to the bottom of 
the question of whether deforestation and nature conservation really go 
together. Because critics say that every felled tree is one too many.
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Finland - Next-Door to Dangerous Russia
› 30’ (GER, ENG subs) › 2022 › NZZ

Finland has never skimped on its own defence. For decades, all sectors 
of society have been preparing for a conflict with Russia. And yet, for 
the first time, there is a majority in favor of joining NATO. It is a radical 
change in terms of security policy and self-image, and there is a reason 
for that: what Ukraine is going through today, the Finns experienced 
in 1939. Finnish journalist Saila Huusko never felt threatened - until 
February 2022. She travels through her country and meets people who 
are adapting to the new threat in different ways. 

HD

La Bestia - By Death Train to the USA
› 30’ (GER, ENG subs) › 2021 › NZZ

“La Bestia” is the dangerous  goods train that migrants jump on to get 
from the south of Mexico to the U.S. border. Most of them come from 
El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras and cannot afford a bus ticket or 
a smuggler. Travelling by train is the fastest way for them to reach the 
USA, but also the most dangerous. Many people fall off the train, land 
on the tracks, are run over, mutilated and robbed or raped by criminal 
gangs. Nevertheless, people make their way to a hopefully better life in 
the USA.

HD

Femicide: The Forgotten Victims
› 30’ (ENG, GER) › 2022 › NZZ

Every three days, a man kills a woman in the UK. But, the perpetrators 
are rarely strangers. In fact, most victims know their killer, and may even 
have loved him. The greatest danger for women in England and around 
the world is not lurking in the streets. It is waiting at home. The film tells 
the story of the forgotten victims as well as the survivors of domestic 
violence and shows that in many cases femicides are not inevitable acts 
of passion, but planned murders that follow a clear pattern. 

HD

Seychelles – Paradise under Threat
› 30’ (ENG, GER) › 2022 › WDR

A vacation in the Seychelles - or even a wedding? This is the dream 
for many, especially Germans, who top the guest list at this island 
archipelago. We show the beauty of the island, with its rare animal 
species, happy wedding couples and white beaches. And yet: This is a 
paradise under threat, you can see the signs of climate change, with 
broken shorelines and bleached corals. The new marine reserve is 
larger than the Federal Republic: A dream for the conservationists, who 
are supported by the Seychelles government.
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independent producers and established media agencies 
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